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Requiring Multicultural Literature 

by Amy Weissenburger 

T
he field of English English studies is full of debate and 

theory, from how books should be read to why people 

read in the first place. One such debate is over texts 

should be required reading in classrooms. Some critics support the 

canon and its traditional texts, while others desire more teaching 

of contemporary works. A component of this specific debate is the 

issue of multicultural literature and whether it should be taught. This 

issue, which is generally resolved by exclusion of multicultural works 

in favor of American and British works, is what I will address in 

this paper. One theorist who has commented on this topic is Toni 

Morrison, who believes that there are multiple cultures present in 

white American texts. However, she seems to think that this is the 

issue that should be stressed. I, however, propose that more must be 

done by including texts in the curriculum written by authors from 

other cultures and, moreover, that classes focusing on these texts 

should be a requirement for students, particularly English majors. 

Toni Morrison begins her article "Black Matter(s)" by addressing 

the issue that minorities have generally been repressed in literature. 

She states that many critics agree that "canonical American literature 

is free of, uninformed by, and unshaped by the four-hundred-year-old 

presence of first Africans and then African-Americans in the United 

States" (310)~ Critics have therefore been repressing the presence and 

influence of the race. This lack of credit to the black citizens in the 

United States is due to a few reasons, according to Morrison. First, 

she states that the issue of difference in races has historically been 
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dealt with through "silence and evasion" (311). It has been thought 

that this difference should not be discussed but instead glossed over 

and ignored. She goes further in her explanation to state that racism 

is typically thought of only "in terms of its consequences on its 

victims" (311). Therefore, there is no thought as to how it affects 

the perpetrators, who are the white people, including the American 

canonical authors. In these ways, minorities have been repressed in 

American literature. 

Morrison leads from the issue of repression to how Mrican

Americans are actually present in the canonical literature of the 

United States. Jn the beginning of her article
1 

she proposes that the 

major themes found in the texts are actually caused by the presence 

of Mrican-Americans (310). Her main argument for the article is 

that the presence of blacks in America had an effect on the authors 

and therefore is present in many aspects of the texts. She reinforces 

this point when she states that "even and especially, when American 

texts are not 'about' Mricanistic presences, or characters, or narrative, 

or idiom, their shadows hover there, implied, signified" (318). 

According to her, while there may not be any direct way in which we 

can point to Mrican-Americans in a text, the effects they h~ve had 

on the white authors can still be traced in the literature if a reader 
only looks for it. 

While I find truth in what Morrison is proposing, I disagree 

with ending the argument here. There is no way that the presence 

of Mrican-Americans, specifically as slaves and recipients of racial 

hatred, could not have affected American authors. However, I find it 

insufficient to simply recognize the influence of Mrican-Americans 

on American texts. While acknowledging this influence is a big step, 

I think it is still necessary to support texts that were actually authored 

by blacks and other minorities. There is a long history of pushing 

------------~----. -- . -, 
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not American or British, Don Quixote. This may be a controversial 

choice for an example, as it is European and canonized, but it is still 

from a different country-Spain. Furthermore, it is one of the very 

few texts I was taught in school that was not American or Brit" h 
IS , 

and it was taught in a Spanish course, not an English course. This in 

itself demonstrates the lack of multicultural literature in curriculums. 

Therefore, for argument's sake, I will overlook the point that Don 

Quixote is European and canonized, and focus on the fact that it is 

Spanish and therefore an example of multicultural literature. 

The first reason more diverse texts should be taught in universities 

is that the current curriculum does not reflect the diversity of the 

world. It is easy for someone to assume that his or her culture is the 

main one in the world and to ignore other countries. However, when 

American universities focus on only American and British works, 

they are ignoring a majority of the world's cultures. In a list of 227 

countries ranked by their 2008 populations, the United States comes 

in third and the United Kingdom is twenty-second ("Countries"). 

This means that two other countries have more people than the 

United States, and many have more than the United Kingdom. 

Clearly, American and British literature cannot reflect the cultures 

of the majority of the world because there is an abundance of people 

from different countries and different backgrounds. 

This diversity of the world is not currently reflected in university 

literature courses. Especially now, with more and more cultures 

coming into contact with each other, it is important to be aware 

of the background of parts of th,e world outside one's own. With 

advancements in technology, it is easier to access different parts 

of the world, and more cultures are intermingling. When it is so 

common to meet others from different backgrounds, it is important 

to know about other cultures. While there are literature ~ourses 

available to do this, they are not required. ·It is imperative to have 

at least one multicultural literature course required in order to gain 

a broader knowledge. Not only can these texts teach us about the 

author's culture, but they can teach us more about our own due 

to the influence of these other cultures, as well as show students 

universal similarities thrqugh themes common in texts from many 

different cultures. 

One reason multicultural literature should be required in 

university English programs is that it can show readers about die 

culture of the author. As Morrison established in her article, aspects 

of culture influence authors' writings. Whether it is the presence of 

slavery or of poverty, traces of cultural influences can be found in 

the texts produced by people of a country. Everyone in the world is 

affected .by their respective cultures, and everything from the topics 

to the themes of their writings demonstrates this. Therefore, the 

reading of a text from another culture can give students a glimpse 

into the lives of others. 

Don Quixote, for example, displays characteristics of the culture 

of the author, Miguel de Cervaptes. Cervantes lived in Spain, and 

he placed his characters in that country. In fact, some critics have 

said that in order to fully understand Don Quixote one must know 

something about Spanish history (Ullman 320). The novel is so 

reflective of the culture from which it was produced that it cannot 

be fully understood unless the readers first take the time to learn 

about what was happening in Spain at the time it was written. As 

a multicultural text, it could be taught in classrooms along with a 

lesson on relevant Spanish history, furthering students' knowledge of 

the different culture. 

Aside from being taught along with history, discussion of Don 

Quixote itself can demonstrate basic facts about the Spanish culture 

I 
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at the time it was written. The simplified plot of the novel is that a 

man from the village of La Mancha becomes obsessed with tales of 

chivalric knights and decides to go on a journey of his own .to become 

a knight and defend the good of the country. He has romantic ideals, 

thinking that he really can be a knight and save damsels in distress. 

He follows his passions and creates a new life for himself, all in the 

name of chivalry. According to critic Pierre L. Ullman, at the time 

in which Cervantes was writing, Spain had a "Romantic interest in 

passionate behavior" (321). The text clearly reflects this part of the 

Spanish culture through the actions of the main character. He is 

romantic and passionate, and follows these whims throughout the 

novel. This infusion of Spanish culture in Don Quixote shows that 

texts can reflect the cultures that produced them. Therefore, teaching 

multicultural literature can give students a better understanding of 

different cultures. 

Not only can students learn about outside cultures from 

multicultural texts, but they can also learn about their own culture 

as well. As different countries and cultures come in contact, they 

become influential forces on each other. According to the theory 

of multiple acculturation, the "dominant White Anglo-Saxon 

Protestant culture" in the United States is not the only influence on 

American culture (Allender and Adams 33). As a nation founded by 

immigrants, there have been many different cultures that touched 

our own. Therefore, knowing more about other cultures can teach 

students more about their own. 

Since cultures influence others, it is important that multicultural 

literature is required in university programs. As stated earlier, texts 

can teach students about the culture in which they were produced. 

This learning about outside cultures through literature can help 

American students to learn about their own culture. If they learn 

more about those who have influenced their country's history, they 

can begin to identify where parts of their culture came from. These 

discoveries can teach students a lot about their culture, which is a big 

benefit of multicultural literature. 

Aside from learning about differences in cultures and cultural 

influences, students can gain the knowledge of how various cultures 

are similar through the reading of multicultural literature. When 

examining texts from different countries, readers can identify certain 

themes and experiences that are similar from culture to culture. As 

theorist Edward W Said states, most multicultural texts are "not 

about things that are so rigidly constricted and so forbiddingly 

arcane as to exclude all but an audience of likeminded ... persons" 

(191). Some people may think that a text from another country will 

be too hard to understand because the students are not from that 

culture. However, that is not the case. There are many common 

experiences throughout the world, and these texts can demonstrate 

that to students if they are made a part of the curriculum. Different 

cultures have more in common than some people realize. 

One demonstration of the commonalities of various cultures is 

the universal themes that appear in almost all texts. These themes are 

part of the human experience, which is not unique to just one single 

culture. Some may say that universal themes do not exist because 

different cultures write in different ways, and therefore their texts 

are not that similar. However, there are still general concepts that are 

apparent in texts from many different cultures. These concepts may 

be shown in different ways and told through events that are uQique .. 
to the country, but they are still there. These general concepts include 

a variety of ideas. They include emotions such as love, hatred, and 

loneliness. Moreover, they can include actions that people undertake, 

including revenge plots and quests for knowledge or self-fulfillment. 
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Some universal themes that are found in texts are also beliefs, like 

in religion or in romantic ideals. These, of course, are simplified 

concepts, and they become more complex in the different texts in 

which they appear. How they are shown, as I said before, varies from 

text to text, but at least a few of these themes are present in works 

from every culture. 

In Don Quixote, a variety of these universal themes are present. 

First, there are emotional themes. One of these is love. Although it 

can be seen by some as a mockery oflove because the knight does not 

actually know her, the feelings that the main character harbors for a 

young woman from a nearby farm are evident in the text, and they 

demonstrate this theme no matter if they are mocking or not. Don 

Quixote idolizes Aldonza Lorenzo, whom he renames Dulcinea, and 

dedicates many of his battles to her. At one point in his journey, he 

declares that "'there is not in all the world a more beauteous damsel 

than the Empress of La Mancha, the peerless Dulcinea del Toboso"' 

(Cervantes 45). This declaration causes him much .trouble with a 

group of passing merchants, but he would not back down from his 

belie£ His love for her is strong, whether or not it is meant to be 

mocking. This theme, love, is common in texts from around the 
world. 

Don Quixote also displays a universal theme that is an action 

undertaken by an individual- the quest for self-fulfillment. In the 

beginning of the story, Don Quixote is just an average man who lives 

a relatively simple life. However, he becomes so enthralled with tales 

of knights-errant that he decides to become a knight himself in order 

to serve his country, as well as to "win a greater amount of honor 

for himself" (Cervantes 27). He sees knights as very honorable and 

revered, and wants that for himsel£ The succeeding journeys he 

undertakes are his attempt at fulfilling this desire to make himself 

a better person. This quest for self-fulfillment can be found in texts 

from many other cultures as well. 

One final universal theme that appears in Don Quixote is the 

belief in romantic ideals. The main character, due to his love of 

books about knights, develops a strong belief in chivalry and all 

the romantic ideas that go along with it. He comes to believe that 

as a knight he can "right every manner of wrong" {Cervantes 27). 

The thought that everything wrong in the world can be fixed, that 

there is the possibility for good always to prevail over evil, is a very 

romantic idea. Don Quixote believes in this, and he displays this 

belief as he adventures out into the world and takes on things that· he 

sees as big threats, including fighting windmills that he believes to be 

giants. His faith in romantic ideals is a theme that is evident in many 

different texts from a variety of cultures. 

All the aforementioned universal themes are evidence that 

multicultural literature can and should be required. Even though 

a text from a different culture will be different from American or 

British works in many ways, there are still general concepts that 

can be identified. These concepts will unify the different texts and 

show students that some experiences and thoughts are not unique to 

their own country but are universal. This can be a valuable learning 

tool because not only will the multicultural texts demonstrate the 

differences and histories of other cultures, but they will also unify 

cultures at the same time in order to show students that people from 

different cultures can relate to each other. This is important since 

there is more .and more contact between different cultures of the 

world. The ability for multicultural texts to connect with American 

and British works through universal themes, combined with the 

fact that these texts can teach students about outside cultures and 

about their own culture due to multiple acculturation, shows that 

•j 
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multicultural literature should be required in university English 
programs. 

Despite the evidence that multicultural literature should be a 

requirement, many people still disagree and say it is unnecessary. 

Some, like Professor Howard 0. Brogan, believe that it is not needed 

because British and American literature is diverse enough. He states 

that the English language itself is diverse due to its development 

from many different languages, and therefore British and American 

literary works are diverse (132). This argument that the language is 

diverse in a way is true, because it has been influenced by a variety 

of cultures. However, his argument seems to be mirroring that of 

Morrison. They both proposed that the canonical texts of America, 

and the United Kingdom in Brogan's case, are influenced by outside 

cultures and therefore diverse in a way. However, as I stated before,. 

this realization does not do enough justice to the wide variety of 

cultures and texts that are in the world. 

Another argument against requiring multicultural literature 

courses is that it goes against choosing texts based on quality. It 

has been said that people who want to change the curriculum to 

include more works written by different cultures are doing so "as a 

matter of social fairness and not because of their superior quality" 

(Brogan 134). Some think that texts will be chosen only because 

of the culture they came from, with no regard as to whether it is an 

excellent literary work or not. This, however, is not the case. Just 

because works are specifically chosen due to their country of origin 

does not mean that just any text from a country will be picked. 

Rather, it would still display the qualities ~fa good work. This is just 

like the way in which works are chosen to fit into courses specifically 

on American or British literature. Multicultural literature courses 

will not be filled with texts of low quality. 

-~----------- ---~ --

Critics of the requiring of multicultural literature courses may 

also fear that it will push aside the American and British works that 

are traditionally taught. This, however, would not be necessary. A1l 

Aime Cesaire says, "No race possesses the monopoly of beauty, of 

intelligence, of force, and there is a place for all" (qtd. in Said 194). 

Evety race has its high points, and there is no need for one literature 

course to overtake another. There is much to be learned from texts 

from all cultures, so students should be required to read literature 

from many different countries. American and British literature 

courses do not need to be erased. 

Multicultural literature can even be taught in the same course as 

American and British texts. One author has ventured as far as to say 

that the characters of Don Quixote and Hamlet can be compared, 

as both texts were originally printed in the same year (Turgenev 98). 

He goes further in his argument, actually comparing the characters, 

saying, they are opposites, that Don Quixote is the embodiment of 

faith while Hamlet represents "introspection and egoism, therefore 

a complete absence of faith" (Turgenev 102). This character 

comparison is just one way in which American or British works 

can be incorporated with texts from other countries. Therefore, 

multicultural literature need not eliminate courses on American and 

British literature. Rather, they can both be taught, with multicultural 

literature just as much of a requirement. 

Clearly, the type of literature that is taught in universities is 

important to many people, even though their views differ. Morrison 

is one person who has commented on the literature that is part of 

typical courses. It is her belief that minorities, specifically African

Americans, have been oppressed in literature in the sense that their 

influences on white canonical texts have been ignored. She made a 

case for how they are actually present in white American canonical 

' 1, . ' 
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texts. Others may agree that this is a big issue, especially those who 

say American and British literature is diverse enough. In my eyes, 

while showing Mrican-American influence on white texts is a good 

thing, it is not enough to reverse the oppression. Rather, there is a 

need for multicultural literature to be taught. 

Multicultural literature is a controversial part of English 

studies- some think it should be required and others do not. I 

believe it should ,be a mandatory part of the curriculum, especially 

for university English programs. Currently, many-if not most

universities do not require courses in multicultural literature for their 

English majors, and this is not right. Cultures around the world 

are becoming more interactive, and there is more diversity than 

just American and British texts can account for. The inclusion of 

multicultural literature in the curriculum would have many benefits, 

including teaching students about the cultures of different countries 

and about their own culture due to the influence of cultures on 

each other. Furthermore, there are themes present in texts from all 

around the world that will keep the works understandable as well 

as demonstrate that certain aspects of life are universal. Therefore, I 

propose that multicultural literature should be a mandatory part of 

the university English program. It does not need to replace American 

and British literature requirements. Rather, it should be an additional 

requirement that will help make students well-rounded and aware of 

other cultures in our increasingly globally conscious world. 
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Crossing Over: The Dislocation and Transformat· 
fB" T lOll 

o mary raditions in "Riddle 26" 

by Kate Norcross 

T he approximately 95 riddles in the Old E 1" hE b ng 1s xeter ook 

occupy an uncertain position defyl·ng 1 ·fi . Th ' easy c ass! cation. 

ey appear to stand in the tradition of Latin "ddl 
of h" h 1 . n es, 

w 1C mu uple collections existed in the An 1 S . 
(L ·d go- axon penod 

apl ge 30). However, they are written in Old E 1. h h th ng 1s rat er than 

e more scholarly Latin tongue, and, as Carol Lind notes the 

employ specifically Old English poetic form and t h . ' h y 

all
. . ec mque sue as 
Iteration (45) L. k d h. . m e to t ls connection of En 1. h d L . . b. g lS an atln lS 

an am Iguous relationship between written d al h . . -· h an or c aractenstlcs 
m t e Exeter book riddles; although th . . 

0 h d 
ey are 1ll wntten form, Andy 

rc ar argues that " h L · t e atln text requires to be read the En 1. h 

b

to be he~rd" (120). Orchard adds, "the difficulty of d;stinguis!i:g, 

etween oral' and ' · ' l wntten e ements in Old E, 1. h 1. 
d 1

. ng 1s lterature 
un er les a range of other tensi b . . . . 
includin " ons etween opposmg concepts ... " 

g those between verse and prose, secular and reli ious and 
vernacular and Latin" (103). g ' 

For Orchard, these issues are tied to th f , h e context o composition· 
e argues that "such tensions are inevitably reflected l·n 1. ' 

wh · h d · a lterature 
lC eplcts the transition from an illiterat d 1 . . e an secu ar society 

to one 1ll which litera · d · · · 
d d d cy was mtro uced by a Christian religion which 

epen e on the Book for its authority and h. h ( d ' w 1c encouraged 
an to a large extent controlled) the spread f d. d . o rea mg an the 

wntten r d" (103) ecor . Christianity could hold th . f h h 
1
. e promise o power 

t roug lteracy, but it was relatively new and unf .1.' am1 1ar compared 

to the paganism the Anglo-Saxons had practiced. Converting to 

Christianity might mean gaining certain social and political benefits, 

but it could be at the cost of sacrificing a major source of identity. It 

would not come as a surprise if concerns of power and representation 

map out in the "tensions" of Old English texts. 

Because the Exeter Book riddles straddle so many of the 

binaries that Orchard mentions, they are a fascinating site to explore 

conflicting modes of expression in Anglo-Saxon England after the 

spread of Christianity. The riddles are verbal puzzles that obliquely 

describe an object and invite the audience to determine the identity of 

this object and name what is represented. Because of this, the riddles 

foreground one of the most cited tensions in poststructural theory: 

the tension between the signifier and signified in representation. The 

text of the riddle can function as an extended signifier reaching back 

to try to define a signified object. The riddles are full of metaphor 

and figurative language, inviting unusual associations with what they 

depict and stretching our ways of conceiving items that we think we 

know. Their imaginative language challenges us as readers to think and 

see differently while we interact with the text to guess the item. 

In the Exeter Book, "Riddle 26" displays many of the binary 

oppositions within Old English literature and the riddles: It contains 

elements of English and Latin, secular and Christian, oral and written, 

natural and synthetic, and signifier and signified. However, beyond 

merely exploring these pairs as irreconcilable opposites, "Riddle 26" 

crosses boundaries within these oppositions, literally embodying 

them with sometimes useful and sometimes disturbing results. The 

process of crossing over is conveyed in the language of rupture and 

transformation. As the riddle encompasses these contradictions, it 

complicates notions of representation through language and what the 

word as signifier can convey, while suggesting anxiety or ambivalence 

I 
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within OJd E11glish society over the consequences ofChristianization 
for their social and individual ide11tities. 

The speaking object of "Riddle 26" is probably a book. 

Specifically, it may be a Bible, as it lists an extended set of blessings 

for those who adhere to its teachings. Curiously, this book, whose 

very name is "ha:lepum gifre ond halig sylf" or "useful to heroes and 

holy itself," does not possess its holy nature and name from eternity 

past (28). The book must achieve this identity through a .process of 

violence and disruption that will give it a new form. This disruption 

and the resulting transformation are at the heart of the book's ability 

to contain opposing pairs. The process appears to mirror the Christian 

experie11ce itselfbut is treated in the riddle with a marked ambivalence 

over whether the change was superior to the life originally lost. 

The speaker of the riddle locates itself simultaneously in the realms, 

of the oral and written: A written book talks to the reader, inviting 

it to "Frige hwa:t ic harte" or "Ask what I am called" (26). Rather 

than presenting the oral and written as irreconcilable opposites, the 

riddle presents them coexisting in a talking book. This book not 

only troubles boundaries between spoken and written signifiers, but 

it also complicates notions of privileged and unprivileged languages. 

This text that represents authoritative truth according to the Latin 

church describes itself to the audience in vernacular English. Its 

unlearned language can either challenge the authority it claims as a 

Bible, or challenge whether authority should be determined by the 

social status of a particular language. By speaking in English, the 

Bible questions the privileging of Latin as the tongue to represent a 

divine message. Whatever the answer, the book finds both Latin and 
English serviceable to express itsel£ 

The opening two lines of the riddle, standing as the reader's 

first dues to the speaker's identity, immediately place the holy book 
' 

in another opposition between death and life. The riddle begins at 

the start of the long process by which an animal skin is made into 

parchment which will become the pages of a book. The book first 

presents itself as the animal that is slaughtered: "Mec feonda sum 

feora hesnypede" or "Enemies deprived me of life" (1). In order to 

achieve power as a holy book, the speaker must first surrender power 

by losing its life. If the speaker had begun by describing itself as 

parchment being inscribed with words or even as a hide being so~ed 

in· water, there would be no sense of essential rupture, for the htde 

would begin as a hide rather than as the skin of an animal. Instead, 

the book begins as something from nature-an animal that must he 

slain and undergo a drastic change in order to become an object of 

artifice with wondrous gifts for men. 

These lines present a strong sense of dislocation. The book's 

enemies "woruldstrenga binom" or "took away [the book's] strength 

in the world" (2). With its strength in the world removed, the book 

is removed, in a sense, from the world itself As the animal's blood is 

spilled, the speaker may be on the path to acquiring a new, artificial 

form, but the speaker can never recover its original life force as an 

animal living out its time in the world. In semiotic terms, if we see the 

animal's hide as representative of the living animal, the hide as signifier 

has been split from the animal that it signified. Just as the riddle's 

figurative language, disconnected from its denotative meanings, ~llo~s 

us to see the book as an animal, the hide, detached from the antmal s 

dead body, allows it to become a text that will convey new messages. 

The compensation for this loss of physical vitality will be a spiritual 

vitality for the book-the power to make people "py gesundran ond 

PY sigefa:stran" or "the sounder and the more victorious" (19). 

The death and disruption at the opening of "Riddle 26" are not 

ends in themselves; they are means to conversion. The speaking book 
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undergoes a dramatic role-reversal, from being powerless before 

antagonists who take its life to holding great power over others 

who will receive many benefits if they choose to embrace the book's 

message. The first two lines of the riddle reinforce an implicit imagery 

of religious transformation. The picture of an animal that loses its life 

only to gain a new life in a different, glorified form would resemble 

the imagery of Jesus as the Lamb of God who is killed but rises from 

the dead in a new, glorified form. In addition, the speaking object 

is wetted with water afi:er being killed: "w:ette sippan" or "wetted 

afi:e_rwards" (2). This could picture baptism, another religious symbol 

of change and new life. 

However, there is a tension between this religious renovation 

and the original animal whose life is "besnypede" or "deprived" (1). 

The connotation of deprivation suggests that the animal's slaying was 

unfair or even unlawful in taking away something that the animal 

needed and deserved to keep. In addition, the animal's life is taken 

by enemies. The people who intend to make parchment in order to 

produce a Bible are foes rather than friends. The book itself proves 

ambivalent to those who killed it and made it an object with a "m:ere" 

"famous" name (27). 

The sense of rupture and oppositions continues afi:er the death 

of the animal and its symbolic baptism,, "dyfde en w:etre" ("dipped 

in water"; 3). First, the hide moves between physical extremes, from 

wetness to the dry heat of the sun, as it is "sette on sunnan" or "set in 

the sun" to dry out (4). Here, the book aQnounces "ic swipe beleas I 

herum pam pe ic h:efde" or "I was very much deprived of I the hairs 

which I had" ( 4-5). Again, the book speaks in emphaticlanguage: it was 

"swipe," "very much," robbed of its hair (4). As earlier, "deprivation" 

brings to mind injustice. The violence continues: "Heard mec sippanl 

sna5 seaxes ecg, sindrum begrunden;l fingr,as feoldan" or "Knife's" 

edge cut me hard afi:er, with cinders ground down, fingers folded" 

(5-7). The book narrates a diverse array of ruptures; it is pierced, 

punctured and split by being cut with the manmade knife, it is singed 

and "ground down" by the natural cinders, and it is manipulated into 

new positions by the human fingers. The natural, the synthetic, and 

the human who manipulates both the natural and synthetic each play 

a role in the process of changing the hide into parchment. 

Afi:er these acts of violence, the parchment is ready to receive 

writing. This moment of inscription is crucial to the transformation 

process and essential to the text's ability to contain opposing 

concepts: at this point, the talking parchment will take on the 

written, possibly Latin letters that will give the book authority in the 

church tradition. Earlier, the animal's hide as signifier was removed 

from the animal life as signified; now, the hide will itself hold a new 

set of signifiers: holy words. The process of inscription continues the 

interweaving of binary terms. The parchment, as natural/synthetic 

combination, is inscribed on by a bird-feather quill: "ond mec fugles 

wyn I geond speddropum spyrede geneahhe" ("and a bird's 

joy sprinkled abundantly on me throughout with successful drops"; 

7-8). The "bird's joy," also deprived from it to make a quill, drips the 

ink in "successful drops" upon the hide/parchment, again suggesting 

baptism through the word "sprinkles." The animal serves to transmit 

the synthetic ink, turning the parchment into a hybrid text, natural 

and spiritual, of nature and of artifice, or::t and written. Importantly, 

the writing takes place through an act of impression, as the ink is 

forced out onto the parchment, literally "sweartlast" or "leaving a 

black track" (11). The act of becoming written is just as violent as the 

act of becoming a hide rather than a living animal. 

The natural-synthetic binary is further complicated when, afi:er 

being inscribed, the 'book is further manipulated by craftsmen to 
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become an object of great physical beauty: 

Mec sippan wrah 

hade(! hleobordum, hype bepenede 

gierede mec mid golde; for pon me gliwedon 

wra::clic weorc smipa wira bifongen. (11-14) 

Covered me after 

hero with protective boards, covered with hide, 

adorned me with gold. Therefore adorned me 

The splendid work of smiths, with wire wound about. 

The prevailing image is that of encircling, concealment, and 

hiding: the parchment is covered first with boards, then with hide, 

then with gold adornment, and finally "bifongen" or "wound about" 

with wire (14). The fabulous craftsmanship ornamenting the book 

forms a cover that conceals the text from all that cannot open it, 

whether because oflack of education or lack of desire. The adornment 

comes from animal and mineral: gold from the earth, boards from 

trees, and hide from another animal. "Wr:etlic weorc smipa'' or 

"the splendid work of smiths" foregrounds the h~man element in 

this work, as well (14). What was once ugly-a dead animal-has 

become beautiful, adorned with what is costly. However, though it 

is covered by outside materials, the underlying animal nature of the 

page cannot be obliterated, only concealed. The book will always 

embody both forms. 

The narrative tone shifts at this point of the riddle. The process 

of transformation is complete; the animal became a hide that became 

parchment that became text that became a book. lp this process, 

the animal suffered a loss of physical life in order to incorporate 

previously alien traditions into it. Having successfully taken in these 

opposites, the book announces its power: 

Nu pa gereno ond se renda telg 

ond pu wuldorgesteald wide ma::re 

dryhtfolca Helm; nales dol wite. (15-17) 

Now may the ornaments and the red ink 

and the glorious treasure glorifY far and wide, 

the protector of noblemen, not at all the care of a fool: 

The time to announce the results of the book-making process 

ha8 come. However, even in this moment of seeming spiritual 

triumph, the book leaves an ambiguous note. Although its new 

power is supremely useful, it is also disturbing. The book calls on its 

specifically material adornments-ornaments, red ink, and glorious 

treasure-to proclaim its greatness. Red ink resembles blood--"'-both 

the blood of Christ that saves, and the blood of the animal that gave 

the hide for parchment. As such, the blood has a simultaneously 

nourishing and disturbing connotation. It is this "red ink," pressed 

into the pages of the book, that joins with the ornaments and treasure 

to protect noblemen. The book's words of power are written in blood. 

The remainder of the riddle is largely given to a description of 

the benefits the book will confer on the person who "brucan willa5," 

"will enjoy [it]" (18). The catalogue ofbenefits ranges from the moral 

to the emotional to the social to the material. The book promises, "hy 

arstafum, I lissum bilecga5, ond hi lufan f:epmum I f:este clyppa5" 

or "I will surround them with kindness and favors and will clasp 

them fast with love in embraces" (24-26). Again, the picture is of 
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encircling or covering; this time, however, the text will surround its 

readers with positive benefits. The image of the text encompassing its 

audience is simultaneously desirable and claustrophobic. For those 

who embrace the book with its pairs of opposites, the book in all its 

multiplicity will embrace them. 

"Frige hw:et ic hatte," the book announces in closing: 'ask what 

I am called' (26). Throughout the riddle, it becomes apparent that 

words possess power. The question is: Which words possess more 

power: the written words of the book that offer spiritual blessings or 

the speaking voice of the book that can proclaim itself to us, both 

as spiritual' text and natural entity? The written text suggests one 

meaning; the speaking voice announces a multiplicity of meanings 

and beings bound up in the covers of one book. In Derrida's terms 

it can represent "the inflation of the sign itself, absolute inflation, 

inflation itself" ( 6). In asking what it is "called," the book presents a 

final conundrum: How shall we refer to the text that has possessed 

so many identities in its process of transformation? Shall we call it a 

Bible, or an animal hide? Shall we call it written, or oral? Shall we call 

it the property of the "noblemen" and the educated who can read' the 

text, or of the enemies who first deprived the animal of life? Though 

the Exeter Book riddles may have been bound with answers at the 

back of the book that are since lost, we have no way of !mowing 

(Lind 35). The answer to this question of representation does not 

follow at the end of the riddle. We can only ask 

The riddle raises many questions about our understanding of 

representation. The rupture between the animal and the parchment 

of the book complements the rupture of the signifier and a single, 

signified truth. However, the book symbolizes far more than 

separation; it emphasizes an integration in its ahility to take in 

seemingly contradictory pairs. In assimilating :hese binaries, the 
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book can echo a Derridean vision of language becoming boundless 

because of the boundless references that can be attached to any one of 

its signifiers. However, if the book becomes boundless, will it be able 

to signify everything, or will it .be unable to signify anything at all? 

The book also becomes a symbol of the Anglo-Saxons themselves, 

taking in a Latinized Christianity and the educational and literate 

benefits that the clergy brought, while not completely discarding 

their Germanic, Anglo-Saxon heritage. Whether this compound 

felt more useful or disturbing to the Anglo-Saxons is difficult to 

say. Whatever the answer, this hybrid heritage made a mark on the 

literature of the time, as evidenced in "Riddle 26," that continues to 

fascinate today. 
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The Colliding ofWorlds 

by Gina Pantone 

What is reality? How do we come to know what we know? 

Sometimes ignorance of reality is preferred to the reality of the real, 

simply because it is easier and not as complicated. Many people 

separate the metaphysical and physical worlds of their lives because 

combining the two makes worlds complicated. People generally have 

separate spheres of their lives that they do not like mixing, such as a 

work life, a school life, and a personal life. People feel uncomfortable 

sharing knowledge and information from these different worlds 

because they believe it will disrupt some cosmic balance. In 

Charlotte Bronte's Villette, the physical and metaphysical worlds 

become interwoven in such a way that it is difficult sometimes to 

draw a line between the two. This interweaving leads the character of 

Lucy Snowe to live in a world not her own, one where she belongs to 

another person or to another reality. 

In Villette, Lucy Snowe is a complex narrator who does not 

actually narrate at all. She simply relays events in the most seemingly 

objective way, leaving the reader to subjectively look at the events of 

her life for her. Lucy lives in a world that is very much centered on 

reality, much to her disdain. Lucy is left alone in the world, for some 

reason unknown to the reader, and must fend for herself without help 

of any kind. This situation forces Lucy to lead a very .practical life, 

one in which earning money, having somewhere to live, and finding 

a husband (if she so chooses) are all left up to her, without a friend 

or relative to help. Her practicality and sensibility seem to concede a 

kind of knowledge that can be very useful in the physic;U world. It is 

the kind of knowledge that allows her to make wise money decisions, 

advise other women on their coquettish behavior, and succeed as a 

woman in a man's world without a man. 

This understanding of the world can seem very masculine in a 

way, since Lucy does not put any emotions behind her narrations, 

or even her actions. This makes her seem very pragmatic, something 

uncharacteristic of the stereotypical woman during this time period. 

This practicality becomes noticeable when Lucy first comes to 

Villette and must find a joo. She is homeless and without prospects 

for a job when she stumbles upon Madame Beck's school and she 

tells the Madame, "I had left my own country, intent on extending 

my knowledge, and gaining my bread; how I was ready to turn my 

hand to any useful thing, provided it was not wrong or degrading" 

(Bronte 72). Lucy shows her practical knowledge of what the world 

is really like, a reality in which she is bitterly aware that not having 

a job, not having money, means not eating or not having a place to 

stay the night. 

Many other women in nineteenth-century novels do not 

understand this concept since they are generally privileged and never 

have to work for a living, as Lucy must. The critic John Hughes says 

Villette "is a novel with disquieting formal feature and subject matter 

that persistently refuse those nineteenth-century norms-of human 

identity, and of synthesis and development-whose ameliorisitic 

values govern syntax, scene, and social world" (Hughes 712). Here 

Hughes refers to the norms of women and men, where women are 

seen as a commodity used for marriage,' children, and the running 

of the household. Many examples of women in nineteenth-century 

novels depict them as rather narrow-minded, where their only intent 

is upon marriage. In Villette, this kind of woman can be seen in 

figures such as Madame Beck and possibly even Ginevra. 

In the novel, Lucy scolds and chides these kinds of characters. 
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The irony of this is that in many novels during this time period, 

these kinds of characters could be the heroines. But for Lucy, 

these characters are immoral, even Ginevra, who Lucy shares an 

indescribable bond with. One important thing that they share is 

that they both understand the importance of money in the world, 

because Ginevra understands that in order to live the rest of her life 

in the manner she has become accustomed to, she must marry up in 

society. Where Lucy chooses to make a living on her own to solve 

this problem, Ginevra chooses to marry the richest man who will 

have her, which turns out to be Count de Hamel. Lucy disapproves 

Ginevra's coquettish manner and how frivolous she is, despite 

Ginevra's knowledge of reality. 

Ginevra is able to take the same reality that Lucy knows and 

twist it to her own liking, one in which she can act spoiled and rich 

when she really is not. Ginevra finds solace from the harsh reality of 

the world and the knowledge it brings in the aristocratic world of 

courting and "love." For instance, at a concert that Lucy attends, she 

says about Ginevra: "I knew another of these seraphs-the prettiest, 

or, at any rate, the least demure and hypocritical-looking of the lot" 

(Bronte 240) Dr. John even goes on to comment about Ginevra's 

".flirtation" with de Hamal and how he does not think she is an 

honest woman anymore (Bronte 250). Ginevra's knowledge of reality 

leads her down a completely different road of solace fro~ the path 

that Lucy is led down by this knowledge. 

The odd thing about Lucy is, despite this knowledge of the 

physical reality and her masculine interpretation of the world, she 

still finds solace in literature, art, and nature. This metaphysical 

side of Lucy exemplifies her feminine side, which creates an 

androgynous character since Lucy seems to understand both kinds 

of knowledge. Critic Robert Colby says, "Lucy's tendency, when left 

' ~ 

to her own devices, is to live life vicariously-through other people's 

lives or through literature, art, and the theatre" (Colby 414). This 

vicariousness is how Lucy escapes from the realities that she does not 

want to face. 

Because of Lucy's utter understanding of how difficult reality can 

be, she chooses not to live it until it is forced upon her. Lucy would 

prefer to live in the metaphysical world of art and literature where 

everything is stationary; there is a set beginning and end and the only 

interpretation is one's own. In literature and art, Lucy can lose herself 

entirely without pesky reality popping the bubble of her idyllic world. 

In reality, everything is continually moving; life is uncertain, and no 

one knows when it will end and when it will begin. For instance, in, 

the beginning of the novel, Lucy works for Miss Marchmont, who 

dies suddenly. Miss Marchmont also experienced much uncertainty 

in her own life. We hear the woeful story of Miss Marchmont' s former 

lover whose untimely death determined the rest of Miss Marchmont's 

life. For Miss Marchmont, the physical reality was always moving but 

she remained stuck in a moment of despair that haunted the rest of 

her life. This limbo is exactly what Lucy seems to be doing to herself, 

until progressively throughout the novel, she is able to draw herself 

out of the metaphysical world of knowledge and accept the other 

kinds of knowledge that go along with reality. 

For Lucy-up until her relationship with M. Paul, a teacher at 

Madame Beck's school who takes an interest in her-life was one 

horrid coincidence after anothf;.r, one in which she could never catch 

a break. But when she met M. Paul, Lucy discovered another side 

of reality. He brought her to life, a life where emotions are good 

because they bring meaning. Lucy had been repressing her feelings 

most of her life, as her narration shows the audience. But once M. 

Paul becomes an important character in the novel, Lucy makes a 
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radical change. 

Colby goes on to comment about Lucy's change in character: 

"What impresses Lucy about Monsieur Paul, on the whole, is the 

intuitiveness of his grasp of experience. We are to understand that 

he leads her from literature and art into nature, from vicarious 

experience into direct experience, from imitations of life into life 

itself" ( 414). There are two pivotal scenes in which M. Paul is able 

to catalyze Lucy into actual action; those two events are her part 

in the Fete and his scolding of her in the art museum. She takes 

action by becoming an active participant in life and standing up for 

herself. Besides their commentary on relationships between men and 

women, these scenes are important to the inward growth of lucy, 

a growth that allows her to understand herself better and to know 

people and feelings. 

In the Fete, Lucy is coerced by M. Paul to play the fop in a 

comedy courtship plot, which desexualizes Lucy and creates an even 

more pronounced androgyny than before. Ironically, this forced role 

gives Lucy freedom that she has never felt before. Lucy thinks after 

the play is over: "Cold, reluctant, apprehensive, I had accepted a part 

to please another: ere long, warming, becoming interested, taking 

courage, I acted to please myself ... the next day ... I took a firm 

resolution never to be drawn into a similar affair" (Bronte 156). Lucy 

realizes how freeing being oneself can be, which she ironically finds 

out while acting out a play. Her performance is significant because of 

her reaction to it. Lucy seems to realize something about herself that 

she did not see before. Through her acting she is allowed to release 

her own feelings, which she has never been able to do before. She 

was "cold, reluctant" as she says, but the acting gives her a "warming" 

sensation that was not there before. It is as though ti?.e embers of 

Lucy's soul begin to stir and crackle under the stage lights, and she 

gains a new kind of,knowledge of the physical world. 

Many may think that emotion should be associated with the 

metaphysical world, but for Lucy it belongs in the physical world. 

Emotion can be both a positive and negative thing, and is something 

that must be engaged and participated in. Lucy uses her emotions in 

the opposite way most people would, thus making her seem strange 

to the reader and other characters in the novel. She does not become 

engaged in literature or art. She reads and looks at it, analyzes and 

learns from it, but there is not much of a reaction overall. When Lucy 

escapes to her world of literature or art she closes off such emotions 

so her metaphysical world is cold. 

In the art gallery, Lucy has a strange reaction to a portrait she 

is looking at. She is looking at a painting of Cleopatra when she 

thinks that "[Cleopatra] had no business to lounge away the noon 

on a sofa; She ought likewise to have worn decent garments" (Bronte 

223). Lucy's only emotion here is indignation towards this piece of 

art, not some emotional attachment, as many other characters in 

the book have. Her inability to connect to the picture shows how 

her metaphysical world of art is an almost entirely emotionless one. 

It is only when M. Paul comes over and scolds her that she is able 

to respond emotionally. When M. Paul tells her to look at the four 

paintings of how proper women should act, Lucy reacts by saying, 

"Excuse me, M. Paul; they are too hideous: but if you admire them, 

allow me to vacate my seat and leave you to their contemplation" 

(Bronte 228). Lucy becomes fiery and outspoken, an emotion that 

can only be pulled out of her by the passionate M. Paul, who prods 

her consistently about her character and life choices. 

This idea translates over into readers of Villette. The reader is 

given a cold and apprehensive feeling as they read Lucy's narration in 

the beginning, but somewhere toward the middle-when Lucy starts 
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to acknowledge her feelings and the outside world of Dr. John and 

M. Paul-the reader warms up to her and becomes engaged in the 

story, just as Lucy becomes engaged in life. This connection between 

Lucy and the reader is an important bond, because it is the only 

bond throughout the whole book that stays with her. Lucy's telling of 

the story makes her form a bond with somebody else, but the reader 

cannot infer much from her narration because Lucy does not allow 

the reader to interact with any character except her. The knowledge 

that she does reward us with is generally basic, but still revealing odd 

ways. Her revelation of different people's personas in the book is an 

example of this. She does not recognize Dr. John for Graham or the 

man at the opera for Polly's father, Mr. Home. 

This lack of revelation for Lucy and the reader leads Lucy to 

gloss over certain areas of her life that would be useful for the reader 

to know. For instance, the novel begins with a shipwreck and ends 

with a shipwreck. Both shipwreck scenes are critical to the reader's 

understanding of the story and of Lucy. In the first shipwreck scene, 

it is unclear if the shipwreck is an actual event or simply a metaphor 

for something that has happened. Lucy says, "I must have fallen 

over-board, or that there must have been a wreck at last ... In fine, 

the ship was lost, the crew perished" (Bronte 39). Lucy uses very 

ambiguous words and phrases in this scene, such as: "I must have" or 

"there must have been" or "the crew perished." 

This shipwreck is Lucy's explanation for an eight-year gap in her 

timeline, the knowledge of which she withholds for the rest of the 

book. As critic John Hughes says, "The novel is marked by episodes 

in which Lucy's narrative personifies such discordance within the 

psyche, episodes in which discordance of the mind's capacities 

threatens a recognizable world" (717). It seems quite unbelievable 

that Lucy would not know what actually occurred. Withholding this 

information makes it more difficult for the reader to understand 

Lucy as a character, which further separates us from her. It creates a 

dear boundary line that we are not allowed to cross and that Lucy 

dares not to. 

The shipwreck scene at the very end of the novel takes place 

when Lucy is waiting for M. Paul to return from the West Indies, 

where he has been working on a plantation for several years. In this 

telling of events Lucy says, "The storm roared frenzied for seven days 

. . . Peace, be still! Oh! A thousand weepers, praying in agony on 

waiting shores ... Here pause: pause at once. There is enough said. 

Trouble no quiet, kind heart; leave sunny imaginations hope ... Let 

them picture union and a happy succeeding life" (Bronte 546). This 

shipwreck, while the reader is positive it is an actual shipwreck, is just 

as obscurely described as the first. Lucy says that she does not want to 

let a "sunny imagination" envision something horrible, even though 

it is likely something horrible did happen. Our knowledge of these 

key events are very murky; even at the end of the novel we are unable 

to decipher what actually takes place in the story. The metaphysical 

world and physical world become deeply interwoven at this point, as 

they seemingly connect for Lucy in a way that she wants the reader 

to connect them. Lucy shows the reader in these two passages that 

knowing the facts is not always the important part of a story. The 

important knowledge comes from the feeling a book gives a person 

and what the reader does with those feelings. 

This id~a also plays out in Lucy's revelation of the character of 

the nun. The nun figure appears to Lucy on a couple of different 

occasions. The ghost of the nun supposedly haunts the school's 

grounds after she was buried alive on the property for breaking her 

vows. The nun is an important role in the book because she represents 

many different concepts and ideas to different characters. For Lucy, 
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the nun is her feeling of being buried alive in Madame Beck's school. 

Her suffocation is intolerable and she is only allowed to breathe 

when others tell her to. She does not seem to have a real control over 

her own life, and this insecurity shows in her reactions to the nun. 

Lucy says that the nun is punished for "some sin against her vow," 

though Lucy never tells the reader what that sin is (Bronte 118). 

Similar to the nun, Lucy feels as though she betrays some vow that 

she has taken with herself, whether it is a vow of chastity, solitude, or 

modesty. The nun continues to haunt Lucy the entire time she is at 

the school, popping up in random places, only for Lucy to discover 

at the end that the nun is actually Count de Hamal, Ginevra's suitor, 

disguising himself so he can haunt Ginevra's room during the night. 

This piece of knowledge changes Lucy's outlook on her time at the 

school and she no longer knows how to feel about the nun and the 

significance it held for her. Ultimately, though, the feelings and ideas 

that Lucy projected onto the figure of the nun are more important 

than the revelation that the nun wasn't actually the ghost of a nun. 

The novel Villette wrestles with the connectedness between 

the metaphysical and physical world by having them collide and 

separating them in unique ways. This is done through different 

characters, but most importantly, through the narrator Lucy Snowe. 

Lucy controls the knowledge of the reader and herself by creating a 

wall of invisibility around herself and not allowing other characters or 

readers to pass. The concept of knowledge is a complex one in' which 

people can interpret an event in different ways, yet still be correct. 

The projection of feelings and ideas onto symbols or characters is also 

an important part of both worlds; an object itself cannot lessen the 

value of the projection. Lucy Snowe works herself through a messy 

world of uncertainty and ambiguity that allows her to create a n,ew 

identifY for herself as a woman. 
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Effects of Gender on American Solicitudes 

By Kelsey Coker 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Research on solicitudes 

Schegloff and Sacks (1973) initiated a new development in 

the study of pragmatics of conversational conventions in American 

English with an article that focused on three major components 

of a conversation: an opening, one or more topics, and a closing. 

Since that time, many other researchers have developed their 

analysis further by studying these three components more closely. 

Specifically, Clark and French (1981) state that the closing section 

of Schegloff and Sack's model can be subdivided further into the 

topic termination, leave-taking, and the contact termination. The 

focus of this paper is to examine one aspect of the leave-taking 

portion in which a well-wishing or "solicitude" is expressed (Button 

1987). 

As an element of a conversation closing as Goffman defines it, 

a solicitude is an "access ritual" that "marks a transition to a state of 

decreased access." Since being defined by Button, many aspects of 

solicitudes have been studied. Specifically, Albert and Kessler (1978) 

and Clark and French (1981) looked into social distance and its 

effect on solicitudes. Because of disagreements in these findings, Burt 

(2003) analyzed this aspect as well as that of the formulaic patterns 

of solicitude utterances in American English. Although the purpose 

of conversation closings and the formulae for solicitudes, including 

those that differ according to social distance have been analyzed, one 

particular variable of solicitude utterances has been the subje~t of 

little to no research: gender. 
I! 

I 

1.2 Research on gender 

The influence of gender on linguistic patterns and discourse 

markers was first investigated by Lakoff (1975) in her book Language 

and WOmens Place in whi~h she argued that gender differences in 

speech acts could essentially be reduced to the idea that women were 

weaker ap.d less powerful, a result of such linguistic differences as tag 

questions and hedges. Since that first research was completed, much 

more research has been done in the emerging field. Wolfson ( 1981, 

1983)· studied gender differences in the speech act of compliments 

and concluded that women bot.h give and receive compliments far 

more often than men. Holmes (2003) validates Wolfson's findings in 

her article studying complimenting patterns, in which she concludes 

that the differences could be in part due to the differences in the 

gendered opinions of complimenting as a positive or negative speech . 

act (182). Here she also concludes that women's speech tends to be 

more facilitative, afliliative, and cooperative, whereas, men's speech 

tends to be more competitive or control:·oriented (183). Deborah 

Tannen's book Gender and Discourse ( 1994) analyzed many differences 

between males and females in strategies such as interrupting, topic 

raising, silence versus volubility, assertiveness, and indirectness. 

Many researchers (Leaper and Ayres 2007, Holmes 2000a) felt that 

Lakoff's book founded its conclusions on gender stereotypes and 

that research should presently focus not on the differences in speech 

acts between men women, but on the strategy behind the use of 

particular speech acts and the manner in which they are employed as 

well as the reasons for these differences between the genders (Holmes 

2008: 479). 

1.3 Definitions 

For the purpose of this study, the definition established by 

Burt (2003) will be used. Here she defines a solicitude as "a speech 

I, 
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act in which the speaker verbally conveys that s/he wishes the 

addressee well." Furthermore, she separates these solicitudes into 

two distinct categories: conventionalized and non-conventionalized. 

Conventionalized solicitudes would be those such as God bless you 

upon a sneeze; however, non-conventionalized would be those 

solicitudes which are not "fixed in form" as God bless you is(81), but 

are "formulaic, that is, conforming to a syntactic formula" as in the 

formula of Have+ a+ AD]+ NP used commonly in solicitudes at 

the closing of conversations like Have a good day. For this study, only 

non-conventionalized solicitudes will be studied. 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the frequency of solicitude 

initiation of males versus females and the influence of gender on 

the use of particular solicitude forms. To begin, the data collection 

and methodology will be explained followed by a presentation of 

the data of solicitude forms and that of initiator gender. Both sets of 

data will then be explained and analyzed including an account of the 

conclusions that can be made from these data. 

2. Data Collection and Methodology 

The data were collected by 27 college students and one professor 

at a Midwestern university; twenty-four of the collectors were females, 

and 3 were males. These collectors gathered linguistic data by making 

written records of solicitudes that they received or overheard in other 

conversations. The exact wording of the solicitude, the addressee's 

response, and both of the second turns (if there were any) were 

recorded. Additionally, the setting and the speaker and addressee's 

age, sex, and- relationship to one another were noted on the data 

collection forms. Finally, the collector's age and sex were recorded. 

Only spoken data were collected as this is the most naturalistic 

language occurrence. Furthermore, in order to protect the validity 

of the solicitudes, the collectors were prohibited from recording 

solicitudes initiated by themselves. However, they were able to 

record those offered to them by others. Additionally, because the 

purpose of this study is to analyze solicitudes in American English, 

only those uttered in English by native speakers were considered. 

However, resRonses offered by non-native speakers of English were 

accepted. Collectors were asked to record if the response was from a 

non-~ative speaker. 

f,ach collector gathered 8 solicitudes to be compiled into a corpus 

totaling 224 solicitudes. However, for this study, 47 forms were 

discarded because they did not contain solicitudes as defined above. 

These discarded data forms included items such as conventionalized 

solicitudes (i.e. "God bless you" or "Goodbye"), greetings, expressions 

of gratitude, or those which were recorded with the addressee offered 

the solicitude rather than the speaker. 

After the data were collected, they were sorted according to 

syntactic form of the initial solicitude and gender of the interlocutors. 

The initial sorting according to the form of solicitudes follows that 

ofBurt (2003). Therefore, the data were divided into three separate 

syntactic formulae: simple imperatives, solicitudes with luck, 

solicitudes with hope, and other miscellaneous forms. For example, a 

SliJlple imperative could be any solicitude offered using the syntactic 

structure of command as in examples (1), (2), and (3). 

(1) Have a nice day! 

(2) Take care. 

(3) Be carefol . .. 

·Furthermore, solicitudes using luck are most often expressed like 

that of the example in (4), but occasionally as in (5) as well. 

(4) Good luck! 

(5) 1he best of luck to you ... 

Solicitudes containing hope could be like that of (6). 
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(6) (!)Hope you get your homework done! 

Finally, miscellaneous solicitudes were those like that of (7). 

(7) Greetings to your family. 

Beyond this general sorting, the data were further divided into 

more specific syntactic groupings. The simple imperatives were 

subdivided into these categories: Have+a+ADJ +NP, Have fon . 

.. , Take care, Enjoy .. , Be careful/safe ... , Don't+ V[imperative], 

Miscellaneous Commands, Expressed you, Feel better, Drive+ADV 

of safety. Expressed you contained solicitudes like "Well, you have 

a good evening" as opposed to a simple Have a good evening. The 

category of miscellaneous command forms included utterances like 

"Hang in there", and "Give my best to ... " 

3. Data Presentation 

This section provides the data from the study of the effects of 

gender on the initiation and form choice of American solitudes. Each 

table shows the type of solicitude initiated on the left side followed by 

the total number of solicitudes of that syntactic form offered by both 

males and females. The third portion of the chart contains a summary 

of the number of solicitudes initiated by each gender followed by the 

gender of the addressee. The first letter designates the gender of the 

speaker; the second letter designates the gender of the addressee. For 

example, the abbreviation "MM" denotes those solicitudes which 

were offered by males and addressed to males. "G" denotes that the 

addressee was comprised of a group of people. The columns on the 

far right of the tables show the total number of specific 'solicitude 

forms that were initiated by each gender regardless of the gender of 

the addressee. In other words, the "M" column contains the sum of 

the "MM", "MF", and "MG" for the each solicitude form. At the 

bottom of each table are the totals from each column. Therefore, the 

bottom line shows the total number of solicitudes offered from males 

to males, ~ales to females, females to females, and so on. 

In Table (1), the data show the usage of the general solicitude 

forms of simple commands, those involving luck, those involving 

hope, and miscellaneous solicitudes. The bottom row offers the total 

data from the entire 177 solicitude corpus including the total nUI~ber 

of use:s by each gender category. In other words, the corpus consisted 

of 177 solicitudes of which 19 were spoken by males to males, 30 

were from males to females, 101 were from females to other females, 

21 were from females to males, 5 were from males to a group, and 2 

were from females to a group. The sum of male-initiated solicitudes 

offered in the corpus was 54; the total of female-initiated solicitudes 

was 124. 

Table (1) 

Solicitude Forms ,_ 

II 
Total# #MM #MF #FF #FM #MG FG #M #F 

Simple Commands 140 18 26 74 16 s 1 49 91 

Luck 30 1 2 24 2 0 1 3 27 

Hooe 7 0 2 2 3 0 0 2 s 
Miscellaneous 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 

Totals 177 19 30, 101 21 s 2 54 124 

Table (2) offers the data about the specific command forms 

as discussed above in section 3. Totals for each gender column were , 
included for ease of reference although the same data were previously 

shown in Table (1) in the "Simple Commands" row. 

In Table (3), the two different types of solicitudes involving 

luck, good luck and best of luck, are shown along with their number 

of occurrences. Again the totals for the number of luck solicitudes 

offered with respect to gender were included. 

Table (4) shows the data of solicitudes using hope. The only 

difference between the two categories is the expressed first-person, 
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Table (2) 

Commands 

# # 
Total#~ #MM #MF FF #FM #MG FG #M #F 

Drive safely s '1 0 2 2 0 0 1 4 
Feel better 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 
Exmessed you 3 0 l 1 0 1 0 2 l 
Misc. Commands 9 3 I s 0 0 0 4 s 
Neg. Commands 5 1 0 3 I ·O 0 1 4 
Be careful 1 1 0 4 2 0 0 1 6 
Enj<Jy ... 8 l 1 4 1 1 0 . 3 s 
Take care 10 3 3 2 1 l 0 7 3 
Have fun 18 1 0 16 1 0 0 1 17 

Have+a+ADJ+NP 72 1 19 36 7 2 1 28 44 

Totals 140 18 26 74 16 5 1 49 91 

Table (3) 

Luck 
Total# #MM #MF IFF #FM #MG #FG IM IF 

Goodlnclt 29 1 2' 23 2 0 1 3 26 
The best of luck l 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 1 

Totals 30 1 2 24 2 0 t 3 27 
--•T 

Table (4) 

~Solicitudes 

Total# #MM #MF IFF #FM #MG #FG #M #F 
H~ ... 3 0 2 I 0 0 0 2 1 
/hope you ... 4 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 4 

Totals 7 0 2 2 3 0 0 2 5 

singular pronoun I. The difference is shown in (8) as compared to 

(9). 

(8) Hope you have a good time. 

(9) I hope you have a good time. 

Table (5) shows the number of miscellaneous solicitudes offered. 

In this category, "Greetings to your family'' was the only exceptional 

solicitude. Although it might be presumed that the verb send is 

implied at the beginning of the sentence making this solicitude a 

simple command, because the verb is not expressed it is not regarded 

as such. Because it did not involve luck or hope it could not be 

categorized with those groups either. 

Table (5) 

Miscellaneous Solicilndes 

Total# #MM #MF IFF #FM 

Greetings to yow family 1 0 0 1 0 

Totals 1 0 0 1 0 

4. Discussion of Data 

4.1 General discussion 

# 
#MG #FG #M F 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

Because the collectors were almost all females, a study of the 

total number of solicitudes initiated by females compared to the 

number initiated by males would not be useful because the data 

would be skewed. Furthermore, since the collectors were allowed to 

record solicitudes offered to themselves, there is most likely a much 

greater number of solicitudes offered to females than males in the 

data used for this study. Therefore, the data comparing the number 

of solicitudes addressed to males versus females very well could be 

invalid. Due to these characteristics of the collectors of this study, it 

will be most beneficial to analyze the use of solicitudes within each 

gender specifically and then analyze the percentage of usage. For I • 
example, one could find the percentage of male-initiated solicitudes 

with take care out of the total number of male-initiated solicitudes 

and compare it with the percentage of female-initiated solicitudes 

using take care out of the total number of female-initiated solicitudes. 

However, to compare the numbers alone or to compare percentages 

of uses out of the total number of solicitudes including both males 

and females would not produce useful results. 

4.2 Discussion of use of general solicitude forms 

Because of the constraints of this study, the most useful aspects 

of the data to analyze were the percentages of use of each of the 
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four general forms of solicitudes in males versus females as well as 

the percentages of each of the specific command forms in males 

versus females. The percentages of the different general solicitude 

forms for males and females are contained in Table (6) and Table (7) 

respectively. 

From these two 

tables, it is evident 

that males use the 

traditional command 

form of solicitudes 

significantly more 

often than females 

with males using it 

91% percent of the 

time but females using 

Table (6) 

Percental!e of Solicitude Fmm • Male 

Total#M 
Simole Commands 49 
Luck 3 
Hone 2 

Miscellaneous 0 

Table (7) 

Percental!e of Solicitude Fmm - Female 

Total#F 
Slmole Commands 91 
Luck 27 
Hooe 5 
Miscellaneous 1 

%Q\I(OfS4 
91% 
6% 
4% 

0% 

%out of 124 
73% 
22% 
4% 
1% 

it only 73% of the time. This finding seems to be consistent with 

the research of Wolfson (1981, 1983) and Holmes (2003) which 

concluded that males tend to use more formulaic language especially 

in complimenting. 

On the other hand, females seem to be more likely to wish 

another interlocutor good luck. In this instance, females wish others 

luck in 22% of the instances of solicitudes, whereas, men only offer 

good luck 6% of the time. This statistic correlates with the finding 

of Holmes (2003) as well as Leaper and Ayers (2007), in which 

they concluded women tend to use more facilitative, affiliative, and 

cooperative language. Leaper and Ayers (2007: 330) define affiliative 

language as that which "affirms or positively supports" the other 

person. Obviously, a solicitude like Good luck certainly acts as an 

expression of positive support. 

The use of hope in solicitudes seems to be fairly consistent 

between both male and females at 4% of the time for both. Because 

of the relatively small number of hope solicitudes and miscellaneous 

solicitudes, no significant conclusions can be made. However, if 

males c;lo use more formulaic solicitudes, then it is not surprising 

that the one miscellaneous solicitude was given by a female. 

4.3 Discussion of specific command forms 

The differences in use by males and females between the 

specific command forms are shown in Table (8) and Table (9). 

Table (8) Table (9) 

Percentage of Commands· Male Percentage of Commands- Female 

I %qujof 
F 91 

Drive s<ifely 4 4% 

Feel better 2 2% 

Exmessed vou 1 1% 

Misc. Commands 5 4% 

Nell.. Commands 4 4% 

Be careful 6 8% 

&i<)'; ... 5 6% 

Take care 3 3% 

Have fun 17 19% 
Have+ a +ADJ + 
NP 44 48% 

#M %Q!.!tof49 

Drive s<ife~ 1 2% 

Feel better 1 2% 

I Expressed you 2 4% 

Misc. Commands 4 8% 

Ne~~..Commands 1 2% 

Be careful 1 2% 

En,iqy ••• 3 6% 

Take care 7 14% 

Have fun 1 2% 
Have+ a +ADJ + 
NP 28 57% 

The largest differences in frequency of use occur with the 

miscellaneous commands, be careful, take care, have fun, and have 

+ a + AD] + NP. More specifically, with the use of miscellaneous 

commands, surprisingly, males used them in 8% of the instances 

recorded, whereas, females only used them 4% of the time. This does 

not seem to follow all of the previous studies which suggest that 

males tend to use more formulaic language. 

Women use be careful more frequently, in 8% of the instances, 

versus males, who use it only 2% of the time. This solicitude holds a· 

great deal of directive force which does not follow with the current 

research that women tend to use less control-oriented language; 

however, 2 out of 8 of these uses of this solicitude were offered by a 
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mother to a daughter in which the position of authority was inherent 

in the relationship, and there was a genuine care and concern for 

the health and safety of the addressee which brought about the 

solicitude. Another occurrence of this solicitude was from a resident 

assistant in the dorms to a resident on her floor which again shows 

the relationship of authority as well as care and concern which were 

already established. 

One command form that is quite unusual in its frequency of 

occurrence is the male use of take care versus the female use. The 

males use this form in 14% of the instances recorded; however, 

females only use it 3%. This much higher usage by males could be 

due to the fact that this is an extremely formulaic solicitude havi1;1g 

only two words and incapable of being lengthened. Also, males may 

be more likely to use this solicitude due to the semantics of putting 

the male in the position of power over the other interlocutor as 

shown in the studies of Leaper and Ayers (2007: 330) and Holmes 

(2003: 182). Both of these studies conclude that men tend to use 

more "assertive" "competitive or control-oriented" language which 

would explain their use of take care (which seems to have a stronger 

directive force than that of other solicitudes such as good luck or 

enjoy) as a solicitude more frequently than women. 

The largest statistical difference between the male and female use 

of specific command forms of solicitudes occurs in the use of have 

fon. Females use this solicitude in 19% of the instances, whereas, 

males only use it 2% of the time. Although it may seem like this 

would negate the previous argument that males use more formulaic 

solicitudes (i.e. those with only two words) because this solicitude 

only has two words as well, this solicitude formula is quite capable· 

of being lengthened. In fact, of the 18 uses by females, 13 contained 

more information after the have fon; most often it was a prepositional " 

phrase as in example (10). 

(10) Have fon at class! 

Finally, a large difference occurred in the usage of have+ a+ ADJ 

+ NP with males using this form 57% of the time versus females who 

only used it 48% of the time. Again this can be attributed to the fact 

that males tend to use more formulaic speech than females do. 

5. Conclusions 

Analyzing the data makes evident that males do tend to 

use more highly formulaic syntactic forms in their initiation of 

solicitudes. Although the numbers show that females initiate 

solicitudes more often than males and the numbers are consistent 

with Burt (2003), with females initiating solicitudes in 69% of the 

instances, this cannot be generalized for all solicitude utterances. 

There are several factors that may have influenced the results of this 

study including the large number of female collectors as well as their 

age as college students, and the relatively small sample. As noted 

in section 4, because the number of female collectors is so large, it 

is likely that there is a greater number of solicitudes both initiated 

by females (because female college students are most likely have 

more interactions with other females) as well as addressed to females 

(because the collectors were allowed to record those addressed 

to them) than would be present in a study conducted by a more 

diverse group of collectors. Furthermore, the fact that the majority 

of the students were college-age could have had an effect on the 

data collected. More specifically, it is possible that certain solicitudes 

are more common within certain generations or that the frequency 

with which solicitudes are offered between genders could differ with 

age as well. One other factor that may have affected the data is the 

relatively small sample. It is difficult to make any solid conclusions 

about the frequency or effects of gender on the specific command 
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forms because many of the categories had only 4 pieces of data. A 

study with a larger, more diverse group of collectors in regard to 

age and sex could yield interesting results for a diachronic study of 

solicitude form and as well as the effects of gender on the initiation 

of American solicitudes. 
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The Grammaticization of the fact that 

By Kelsey Coker 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Grammaticization 

Before making any claims about the fact that constructions, I will 

first define grammaticization (or grammaticalization) so as to avoid 

any later confusion. In its most basic sense, grammaticization is the 

transformation of a lexical item into a grammatical item in a given 

language. Rodney Huddleston gives a more complex definition of 

this process in his Introduction to the Grammar of English (1995: 398) 

in which he claims that grammaticization has occurred whenever the 

construction is used in specific grammatical conditions. Joan Bybee 

also expands this definition of grammaticization from applying to 

a single lexical item to a whole construction comprised of those 

specific lexical items (2006). This idea of an entire construction will 

be discussed in detail later with the fact that being perhaps a good 

example. 

Grammaticization of a particular construction is usually 

evidenced by a few prototypical characteristics or transformations. In 

their book 7he Evolution of Grammar, Bybee, Perkins, and Pagliucia 

categorize the most prototypical characteristics as being semantic 

generalization or bleaching, phonological reduction, fixing of scope 

and rigidification of positioning, and increased frequency of use 

(1994: 6-8). In another article, Bybee stresses the significance of 

frequency in the process of grammaticization (2003). 

Before examining the data for the grammaticization of the fact that, 

let's look at a specific example of this frequency of use and its impact 

on grammaticization. We can see the occurrence of this frequency in 

the grammaticization process in constructions like that of HAVE got 

to. In this case, the lexical item got has broadened dramatically from 

its original meaning "to seize" adopted from Old Norse (Manna 

2004) to several other meanings as shown below in Figure (1). 

Figure (1) 

(a) em!! of possession ('seiu'): Mary gota book from the shelf. 

(b)i!J&r-~:~ + 'lwve': Mary got a book: today. 

(c) 7JJR1jQn: Mary got to Pwis in one piece. 

(d) £_a,Mq!iJ:'t: Alice got Mary to come to the party 

(e) D!U!!M!itltJ; Mary got to eat cereal today 

(f) i!!I!'!~L\1.!: Mary got to working on her project. 

(g) int:hqgcti~ Mary got wet. 

(b)~~"!.: Mary got k:illed. 

(j) $P!fy~possession: Mary's got a book: 

(j) gf!liggtiol!: Mary's got to start her paper soon. 

k aconsequenceofi ts increased use, thegrammaticization process often 

causes a bleaching of the original semantics of the lexical construction. 

In the case of HAVE got to, it is apparent that the meaning of got as "to 

seize" has been lost almost entirely in sentences like that of Figure (2). 

In this construction we can see that if got had not undergone 

semantic bleaching through the process of Figure (2) 

grammaticization the second get would be 

merely superfluous. Another important 

I lwve got to get that! 

marker of grammaticization is phonological reduction of the 

construction. An example of the HAVE got to reduction is gotta 

in which got and to become one grammatical and phonological 

iteip. in speech. While the phonological reductions are better 

understood when spoken, the examples in Figure (3) illustrate the 

reduction insofar as there has arisen a conventionalized orthographic 
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representation for the univerbated got to, e.g. gotta. The reduction is 

seen in stages in these sentences with (a) being the utterance without 

Figure (3) reduction, (b) being a reduction 

(a}Youlwvegottogotothutoretoday. of got to to gotta, and (c) being 

(b) You lwve Kf!fll!BO to the store today. 

(c) You'~ K!!!J!lgo to the store today. 

a reduction in the form of an 

affixation of the reduced form 

of have onto the second person 

pronoun you (although this cliticization is not necessarily about got 

to). 

1.2 A grammatical analysis of the fact that 

Nowthatwehave an understanding of grammaticization, let's look 

at the original analysis of the construction prior to grammaticization. 

At right, in Figure (4), is the tree diagram of a sentence 

containing the fact that + [noun clause] used as the subject 

of the main clause similar to the structure Hopper gives 

in his book A Short Course in Grammar (1999: 249). 

In this analysis, fact is the subject of the main clause while the 

subordinate clause of Figure ( 4) 

that he went is acting 

as its appositive. In 

this interpretation 

that he went functions 

semantically to offer 

more information about 

"which fact" is under 

consideration similar to 

the manner in which a 

relative clause acts as a 

modifier. However, it is 

important to note that 

s 

------------NP EVP 
~ 

k N NP 

J 
A 

~l!m s 
~ 
l~ 
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The fact !!Jm~ wentdoes '.---no~t-matter----',--l 
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Apposilion of'"foct• 

SUBJECT 
DECLARATIVE SENTENCE 

this construction is not a relative clause because the complementizer 

that has no function within the subordinate clause. The entire noun 

phrase (including the noun clause functioning as the complement of 

fact) functions as the subject as the main clause. 

Certain prototypical properties follow with this analysis of 

appositional noun clauses as well. One particular property is that only 

a few abstract nouns or "nouns that refer to a fact or to something 

said or thought" can take appositional noun clauses (Hopper 1999: 

248). Pieter de Haan states another such property in his book 

Postmodifying Clauses in the English Noun Phrase (1989: 58) as being 

an "intensive relationship between the head noun and the appositive 

clause." de Haan also offers an analysis of the appositional clause as 

implicitly having the same semantics as a subject complement. His 

analysis of this intensive relationship is shown in Figure (5). 

With this example we 

can see that he analyzes the 

abstract noun as being the 

subject of the main clause 

Figure (5) 

(a) The news that he had failed shocked us. 

(b) The news was that he bad failed. 

and the subsequent noun clause as being semantically equivalent to 

it. The purpose in my research is to show through frequency of use 

that the construction the fact that has grammaticized and become 

a single unit of the language. As a result, I argue that it should no 

longer be analyzed as separate constituents of an NP as shown above 

but instead reanalyzed as one complex complementizer. 

2. Type/token frequency 

Two types of frequency, type and token, will be relevant to our 

discussion of the grammaticization of the fact that. As Smith defines 

it, token frequency is "the total number of occurrences of a particular 

form or construction in running text" (2001: 362-3). For example, 

the token frequency of HAVE got to is 4 times per million in the 
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Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) (2008). 

Type frequency refers to the dictionary frequency of a certain 

pattern. Many times ty'pe frequency is used to discuss the frequency 

of affixation or stress patterns on a particular lexeme. For example, 

the type frequency of a derivational suffix like -ment which occurs 

on hundreds of words is much higher than that of -ity which occurs 

on only a few dozen. While this is the most common analysis of 

type frequency, it can also refer to frequency of collocations with a 

construction undergoing grammaticization (Bybee 2003). Because 

this study pertains to the grammaticization of the construction of 

the fact that, type frequency with a focus on collocations will be most 

beneficial for us. 

3. The role of frequency in grammaticization 

Only in recent years of linguistic research has the study of 

frequency as a basis of grammaticization become significant. 

Haiman (1994) conducted research into the idea of the ritualization 

of language which he defines as the process by which a construction 

undergoes habituation, automatization, reduction of form, and 

emancipation. In his research habituation refers to the repetition of 

a custom to the point ofloss of original significance; automatization 

refers to the process by which a construction's individual constituents 

lose their significance and become analyzed as one unit instead; 

reduction of form occurs when the -production of the construction 

becomes simplified into one action; emancipation occurs when 

the a new, abstract function overtakes the original function of the 

construction (Haiman 1994). 

Bybee (2003) takes this analysis further in her research 

suggesting that frequency or repetition is actually the cause of those 

four processes: 

With repetition, sequences of units that were previously 

independent come to be processed as a single unit or chunk. This 

repackaging has two consequences: The identity of the component 

units is gradually lost, and the whole chunk begins to reduce in form. 

(Bybee 2003: 153) 

It is evident that the ritualization described by Haiman (1994) 

is precisely what Bybee is describing as stemming from repetition. In 

the same article, Bybee (2003) goes on to illustrate this idea through 

her case study of the development and grammaticization of modal 

auxiliary can. 

For this study, it is my goal to show that the frequency of use 

of the fact that has caused its grammaticization into a single unit of 

the language and that this grammaticization is cause for a reanalysis 

of the construction from an NP structure with a branched appositive 

noun clause to one of a single complementizer. I will use type and 

token frequencies of corpus data containing the fact that and compare 

them to the frequency data of that (the traditional complementizer 

used in noun clauses derived from declarative sentences). In order 

to show the grammaticization, I will analyze the frequency of both 

constructions in contrasting grammatical environments. 

4. Data Collection and Methodology 

For the purpose of this synchronic study, I took into account the 

recent grammatical behavior of both the fact that and that in only 

the spoken language 

because that is where 

language change 

occurs first. Table (I) 

Table (1) 
Colpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) 
Medium I Spoken 
Number of words I 385,000,000 
Years I 1990-Present 

provides the relevant information regarding the corpus used in this 

study. Although only spoken data were used in my research, dialectal 

or register differences were not taken into account because the COCA 

!i 
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does not provide this information. However, while the data are not 

separable by dialect, the corpus is meaningful for statements about 

English generally. Whether a more fine-grained variationist approach 

would yield interesting results will have to await further research. 

In order to test for the grammaticization of the fact that it 

was necessary to examine its frequency of use in specific grammatical 

environments. Additionally, 1 gathered similar data on the frequency 

of the complementizer that in the same or similar grammatical 

environments in order to show that the choice between the two is 

dictated by the grammar rather than the lexicon. 

Because the COCA is not a tagged corpus, millions of instances 

of that which are not complementizers appear even when the search 

has been narrowed by those parts of speech that the lexeme should 

appear with contextually. For the grammatical function of the noun 

clause as subject, the most efficient way to ensure that the results 

contained the complementizer that rather than the demonstrative 

pronoun, demonstrative adjective, relative pronoun, et cetera was 

to narrow the results by searching for [.}[7hat} followed by specific 

parts of speech which use a different form of that other than the 

complementizer. With categories like adjective and adverb in which 

that could be amibiguous, I searched each sentence for the specific 

usage of complementizer. The most common parts of speech to 

follow the complementizer that were [det*}{singular noun*}, [plural 

noun*}, or {pronoun*}. 

While this kind of research was possible for instances of the 

noun clause used as the subject of the sentence, this method was not 

possible in other grammatical functions and environments because 

that occurred over one million times*. Instead, the most efficient 

way to search for these occurrences was to search for that within 

very specific contexts. Therefore, the remaining research was done ,. 

by searching for that within the context of the third person singular 

pronoun he. Additionally, the search was narrowed even more by 

using other grammatical markers specific to the environment like 

[,j{and}[that}{he} when searching for instances of the noun clause 

used as the subject of the compound sentence. However, this use 

of grammatical markers in contexts only narrowed the results, 

I then searched through all of the results to find any uses of the 

complementizer that. In order to retain the validity of the data, it 

was then necessary to search for the fact that in all of the same ways. 

5. Data Presentation 

In this section I will present the results from my research of the 

corpus listed above in an effort to show the grammaticization of the 

fact that. The data compare the frequency of use of that and the fact 

that in specific grammatical environments suggesting that the choice 

between the constructions is dictated by the grammar. 

In Table (2) the token frequency of that and the fact that in their 

respective grammatical environments is shown. These data show 

the number of times that that and the fact that appeared in those 

environments in the corpus. These were collected by the methods as 

described in Section 4. 
Table (2) 

Token Frequencv of that and the fact that in SDecific Grammatical Environments 

that thefoct that 

Subiect (Declarative) l3 618 

Subject (lnterro£alive) 0 44 

Subject (Compound 
Sentence} 0 11 

Direct Object 14,840 249 

Subiect Complement 25 69 

Obiect of the Preposition 149 485 

Adjectival Collllllement 2095 0 

Extraoositioned 50 0 

In Table (3) the type frequency of that and the fact that with 

specific parts of speech in their respective grammatical environments 
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is shown. These data show the number of times that that and the fact 

that appeared with particular lexemes in those environment in the 

corpus. These were collected by the methods described in 4 as well. 

Table (3) 

Type Frequency of Constructions with Parts ofSoeech in Grammatical Environments 

that I~M.iact that 

Verbs {D.O.) 557 91 
I Pre!lositions (O.P.) 2 24 

I CooularVerbs (S.C.) 3 1 

Adiectives CAdi. Comnlernent\ 417 0 

6. Discussion of the data 
For this portion of my study I argue that the data presented offers 

significant evidence for my claim that the fact that has grammaticized. 

Furthermore, I argue that token frequency of the construction of 

the fact that in specific syntactic environments especially those in 

which that has a small token frequency suggest its usage based on 

grammaticality rather than semantics. 

Table 4 gives examples of both that and the fact that 

in their contrasting grammatical functions and syntactic 

positions that were shown in the data above in Section 5. 

Table (4) 
1M! t]yJact that 

Subject (Declarative) That he went matters. The fact that he went "' 

mal.ters. 
Subject (Interrogative) 

1~! that he went matter? 
Does the fact that he went 
matter? 

Subject The party was great and The party was great and the 
(Co~ Sentence) that he went was too. . /actthat he went was too. 
Direct Object l heard that he went. I heard the fact that he 

went. 
Subject Complement It is that he went that It is the fact that he went 

matters. that matters. 
Object of the Preposition *1 heard about that he I heard about the fact that 

went. he went. 
Adjectival Complement It is true that he went. *It is true the fact that he 

went. 

~\JliJ?!!sJtirmm It matters that he went. *It matters the fact that he 

'v< ,, .. ,, went 

In reviewing this table as well as the table presented in Section 5, we 

can see that in the declarative subject position that and the fact that 

are both grammatical, but the fact that is much more frequently used 

with the numbers showing its occurrence in the corpus 618 times 

compared to the occurrence of that only 13 times. Furthermore, 

while some argue that both are grammatically correct, the data 

show that interrogative sentences with a noun clause as the subject 

use the fact that to introduce the noun clause in 44 occurrences, 

whereas that was never found in this syntactic environment in the 

COCA. This fact only strengthens the proposition stated earlier that 

that used a complementizer of a noun clause used as the subject of 

main clauses is rare. Instead, the fact that seems to be replacing this 

construction. The use of the fact that as the subject of a compound 

sentence reiterates this claim in that the data show that only the fact 

that is used for this position. 

In the direct object position both are grammatical; however, the 

fact that is less felicitous than that with the example provided because 

it seems to need either a preposition to introduce it or another clause 

at the end of the sentence as in Figure (6). This lack of appeal seems 

to be attributed to the need 

for the direct object position 

of certain verbs to be filled 

by fact only if it retains its 

Figure (6) 

(a) l heard about the fact that he went. 

(b) l heardthefactthat he went bothered Joe. 

original meaning which would then be followed by a relative clause 

instead of a noun clause as shown in Figure (7). This idea is shown 

in the type frequency data as well. In Table (3) it is evident that that 

occurs with a much larger number of verbs, 557, compared to 91 

Figure (7) verbs with the fact that. 

l heard the fact that he gave in his presentation. 
However, in Table 5 it is 

worth noting that some 
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verbs seem to dictate the usage of the fact that. More specifically, 

hide, enjoy, and defind never occur in the corpus with a noun clause 

beginning with that as its complementizer which may be indicative 

of a lexical diffusion pattern. 

Table (5) 
Token Fre<iuencv of Verbs with the fact that and that 

I that the1act that 
tfqnk 1494 40 
liM 21 26 
accePt 18 12 
IOV!l 14 

-,. 
10 

P.P.Pt:e~;iate 1 6 
Tfc;fl!t!£1 11 6 
hide 0 6 
{giJQr:f! 1 5 
mention 19 5 
elJigy 0 4 
difitllli 0 3 

In the use of the two constructions as subject complements, 

both are grammatical and necessitate the addition of a relative clause 

modifying the noun clause preceding it for grammaticality. Once 

again in this case, however, the use of the fact that is more common 

with certain verbs. Specifically, the fact that can only occur with the 

copular BE not with SEEM or APPEAR as shown in Table (6). 

Table (6) 
Frequency of the fact that and that with Copuiar Verbs 

tft9! ·the fact that 
BE 2504 86 
SEEM 7 0 
APPEAR 22 0 

With the function of object of the preposition we can see that 

only the fact that is grammatical; therefore both the type and token 

frequencies are much greater with the fact that occurring 485 times 

in the corpus and that occurring only 149 times. Additionally, 

that only occurred with in (146 times) and about (3 times) which 

shows a much smaller type frequency than the fact that which 

occurred with 24 different prepositions. Those cases in which that 

occurs with in probably represent a different gramition of in that 

into an adverbial clause complementizer. These data are perhaps 

due to the fact that in prescriptive grammar that cannot follow a 

preposition. The ungrammaticality of this construction is shown in 

Figure 8. In this case, it is ungrammatical to have the preposition 

about followed by the complementizer 
Figure (8) 

that. Hopper suggests that one solution 
[ * 1 heard about that he went ·I 

to this ungrammaticality is to omit the 

preposition from the sentence as shown in Figure 9 (1999: 237). 

While this is a viable solution for the above example, this elision 

is not possible in all cases. More specifically, 

this elision is not possible with prepositional Figure (9) 

verbs because they have collocations 11 heard~ he went. 

with specific prepositions that cannot be 

altered without changing the semantics of the verb or making the 

sentence ungrammatical. An example of this relationship is found 

in the prepositional verb to rely on. In Figure 10 we can see the 

ungrammaticality of both the constructions with the preposition and 

without. Because the preposition on is obligatory after the verb rely, 

it is impossible to correct the ungrammaticality of the construction 

by omitting the preposition. Cases such as this one in Figure (10) 

Figure (10) 

(a) *J relied on that he would help m£, 

dictate a need for a separate 

complementizer phrase such as 

the fact that to make the sentence 
(b) '"I r~<lied that he would help me. 

grammatical. The solution to 

this issue of ungrammaticality is evident in the use of the fact that 

in Figure 11. That this construction is the only grammatical use of 

a noun clause derived from 

a declarative statement to 

function as an object of a 

Figure (11) 

1 rdied on the fact that he would help m£. 
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preposition is more evidence for its grammaticization. 

In the use of that and the fact that as adjectival complements 

we see that it is ungrammatical to use the fact that. In the data provided 

in the COCA, this is evident in that the fact that is never used in this 

syntactic environment after an adjective, but that is used 2,095 times. 

This construction using the fact that seems to be a case in which the 

complementizer still retains some of its noun properties and cannot 

function to modifY an adjective. 7he fact that he went still retains its 

function as the subject and becomes more of a postponed subject 

rather than an adjectival complement as shown in Figure (12a). One 

way to make this construction grammatical would be to insert a 

preposition after the adjective as in Figure (12b). However, in this 

Figure (12) 

(a) It is true- the fact that he went. 

(b) It is true abOut the fact that lu! went. 

prepositional construction the 

noun clause ceases to function as 

an adjectival complement and, 

instead, functions as an object 

of the preposition. Another difference between (a) and (b) is that 

in (b) it and the fact that seemingly have different referents. The 

interpretation of (b) is that the statements (ideas, thoughts, lies, talk, 

etc) that have been spoken about the fact that he went are true; it is 

not a question about validity of the fact that he went. 

In the case of extrapositioned sentences only constructions 

using that are grammatical. Once again the data show this 

ungrammaticality in the usage. 7hat occurs 50 times as the 

complementizer which introduces the noun clause, whereas, the 

fact that never occurs in this grammatical environment. Because 

extrapositioned sentences take noun clauses from the subject position 

at the beginning of the sentence and postpone them until the end of 

the sentence, it seems that this invalidates the argument that the fact 

could be a part of the noun clause and not the main clause; however, 

this is not the case because similar to the adjectival complement 

the utterance with the fact that could be interpreted as ;1 postponed 

sJlbjecnhat retains its subject qualities. This sentence would then be 

an exception to Huddleston's argument that It becomes the subject of 

extrapositioned sentences (1995: 68). While this prediction is based 

on the assumption that this construction is already grammatical, 

as the frequency of use of the construction of the fact that rises in 

spoken language it has a definite possibility of grammaticizing or this 

may continue to be a situation in which the grammar dictates the 

use of that instead of the fact that (which still suggests that the choice 

between the two is one of grammar). 

7. Other mechanisms of change 

Now that I have shown through the corpus data how the fact 

that is grammaticizing according to Huddleston's definition stated 

in section 1 (1995: 398), I will look at other mechanisms of 

change as defined by Bybee (1994: 6-8) which are the prototypical 

characteristics of grammaticizing constructions such as semantic 

generalization or bleaching, fixing of scope or rigidification of 

positioning, and phonological reduction. 

In the case of the fact that, we can see that within the construction 

fact has been semantically bleached. One example of this bleached 

use of the fact that is President Bill Clinton's quote: "I don't think you 

can find any evidence of the fact that I had changed governmental 

p9licy solely because of a contribution" (qtd. in Hopper 1999: 237). 

Clearly, fact and its appositional noun clause that I had changed 

governmental policy solely because of a contribution are not semantically 

equivalent because that noun clause following fact is counterfactual! 

In this case, the president needed to use the fact that to maintain 

grammaticality, as addressed in the last section, because he had used 
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the preposition of 

Secondly, the rigidification of positioning is another mechanism 

of change that Bybee (200 1) presents as evidence of the process of 

grammaticization. We can see this rigidification in the frequency 

data of the fact that over time. For example, in the data found in 

Tables (7) and (8), we 

can see the overall token 

frequency of the fact that 

has decreased in the last 

two decades; however, 

the token frequency of its 

occurrence in the specific 

syntactic environment with 

TALK about has increased. 

Therefore, with this data 

we can see there has .been 

Table (7) 

Token Frequency with TALK about 
COCA spoken and written data (oer mil) 
1990-1994 .54 
1995-1999 .68 
2000-2004 .70 
2005-2008 .96 

Table (8) 
Token Frequency of the fact that in spoken 
and written data (per mll) 
1990-1994 115.71 
1995-1999 113.93 
2000-2004 106.12 
2005-2008 101.49 

rigidification of the fact that as a complementizer used to introduce 

noun clauses used as objects of the preposition. In fact, if the use of 

the fact that is dictated by the grammar, then it's absolutely true that 

it is more rigid as well. 

The final major characteristic of grammaticization discussed 

in the definition above is phonological change. Although I did not 

conduct research in this area and, therefore, cannot present any data, 

one can use Berkenfield (2001) which contains studies on the length· 

of the different lexemes of that as a reference for further study in the 

phonological reduction of the construction. 

8. A reanalysis of the fact that 

Although the interpretation given in Section 1 may have sufficed 

as a structural analysis from an etymological standpoint, this does not 

D 
I 

suffice as a strong foundation for present grammatical categorization; 

instead, in order to categorize a construction, its current grammatical 

functions and properties must be studied individually (Huddleston 

1995: 68). Now that we have looked at the fact that in its specific 

syntactic environments and seen its use dictated by the grammar, it 

is evident that the previous analysis is not adequate. Consequently, a 

reanalysis of the construction from one of a single NP with that and 

the noun clause branching off (as shown in 1) to one of the fact that 

being analyzed as one complex complementizer as shown below in 

Figure (13) corresponds better with these new data. 

Figure (13) 

SUBJECT 
DECLARATIVE SENTENCE 

* At this time, the COCA does not provide data for items that 

appear more than one million times in the corpus. 
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Kathy Moore Damon Dorsey Sharon Thompson Elizabeth Barnhart Elizabeth Sawyer Jennifer Moore 
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Kristine Stenger Barbara Herst Becky Bewley leslie Shobe Meredith Paultin 

Edward Stone Bonnie Himmelein 1995-1996 Geoffrey Gomoll Lisa Anne Spaude Mike Perillo 

Shannon Vicic Claire Lamonica Carrie Anderson Heidi Guth Travis Wayne Stern Michael Reno 
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Linda Johnston Deborah Bettschi Beth Janssen Laura Richter AmyBarmann Alison Thomas 

Angela Leogering Steven Bolf Rebecca Kaiser Amanda Robertson Eric Bechelli Kelli Viehl 

Barbara Little Jill-Lynn Bruzzini Beth Knottnerus Laura Severson Janet Berhardy Tennille Wester 

Eric Martin Dawn Davenport Marc Lehnerer Wendy Steill Jason Bickel Justine Woglsland 

Jeanne Meyers Rebecca Davidson JeffLydecker Lila Tevere Jill Blair 

McDonald Renita Duncan Diana Onken Laurie Walczak Brian Conant 1999-2000 

Andi Nielson Jason Fitchel Madeline Ostrander Sara Westjohn Debra Lynn Cox Lisa Alongi 

Leslie Ribble Shannon Foy James Quirke Emily Chisek Stephen Dare Michael G. Boyd 

Anita Ross Christine Hari MelissaRog Melissa Demkowicz Daniel Glass Deborah Brothers 

Kary Lee Sitzes Cynthia Han Solomon Rutzky Danielle Cheri Dubrule Denise Griggss Michelle Lynn Citro 
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David Haney Susan Larkin April Chapman Katherine Strand Brianne Marshall John Lucas lj 

I 

Beth Ann Harbaugh Carol Lind Zachary A. Chase Megan Aubrey Volpen Heidi Kathleen Zachary McMahon !I 
:I 

Judy Herman Christian Bradley Long Tamara L. Fear Tobi W~lder Oldenburger Emily McQuillan ji 

Abby Suzanne Koehler Brad Lyons Karen Fischer Heidi Wilt Chrisitian Payne Amelia Magnuson 
:I 

Holly Kurka Tom 0. McCulley Joseph Fuller Lorraine Ruth Propheter Melissa Ann Miller 

Jamie Lane Marie E. Moeller T obi L. Griffin 2002-2003 Michael Rudolph Michelle Moore 

Nicole Lask Layne Moore Gloria M. Hedberg Alice Anderson Sarah K Schlosser Stephanie Myrick 

Audrey Rosenblan Bryon Nicoson Korinne Marie Hollis Tara Baker Jennifer Shackleton Julie Quirch 

David D. Seckman Corey O'Donnell Jennifer Matters Erin S. Bales Kristie Sheridan Ryan Rademacher 

Bruce Sullivan Michael Pacholski Amanda Michelle Jonathan J. Bobell Alex Skorpinski Jason Safranek 

Jennifer Win Petros Panaou Jenkins Liana Catherine Bracker Mary Timmins Kyle Scon 

Melissa Purdue Jessica Lynn Jones Kelly Brown Melissa Wagner Jessica Sidwell 

2000-2001 Dana Sabatino Stacey L. Kikendall Danielle Castelli Lisa Zicarelli Brian J. Smith 

Craig M. Alexander Jeffrey Alan Sartain Kelly A. Kloster Brandan Chambers Jami Spensor 

Jennifer Anderson Christopher R Simich Jen Loster Kelly A. Concannon 2003-2004 Jennifer Spearie 

Maureen Anderson Heidi Tedesco Christine Lubarsky Kyle Cranston Kimberly Berson J arek Szmanski 

Stephanie S. Bertels Jenna Van Dyne David J. Marshall Jamall Crenshaw Andrea Bozinovich Julie Turek 

Sabrina Binder Kevin Yale Vernon ~ uventino Manzano Rebecca Derwin Aimee Bullinger Amy Lynn Vandermeer 

Susan Jane Ashleigh E. Walker Susan Kathleen Erinn DeVoss Sarah Carley Melissa Weinstein 

(Marquardt) Blystone Tara A. Wilkins Matthews Kathleen Dusenberry Jennifer Ebker Jennifer Williamson 

Jeremy Alan Boldt John M. Woolsey Lori A. McCollum Woods Amy Ehret Lauren Zajac 

I 
Angela L. Davis Patrick T. McGranaghan Sarah Ehlers Tarin English 

i 
Alex DeBonis 2001-2002 Anna F. Meents Andrew Ervin Melissa Farmer 2004-2005 

Katherine A. Fiorelli Nicole Abrams Lisa D. Naccarato Amanda Fletcher Lucas Fawkes Meghan Adams 
', 

Rhonda M. Furst Jessie Baginski Brooke Nelson Sarah Gentry Aubry Kristina Gregory Khaled Aljenfawi 

Stacey Gottlieb Dawn A. Baird Sarah L. Rhoads Elizabeth M. Gillhouse KatyGuimon Lydia Bock 

Daniel Lee Griffin Caroline Benzing Christina Marie Stephanie Guetschow James Hultgren Catherine Brown 

Sarah Haberstich Shannon Berg Roberston Thomas L. Herakovich Jamie Jacobs Rachel Buck 

David R. Hammontree Jessica Bowman Amy Rossi Melvin G. Hill Andrea Kaplan Manhew Chupp 

Katie Jones Bona Jeffers Bradbury Michael P. Sapiro Ben Jackson Casey Kelly Danielle L. Cochran 

Brad Joseph Marcy L. Burdene Lisa Savage Sarah E. Jorgensen Eric Lamore Jessica Lynn Faivre 
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Erin Guimon 2005-2006 Nicole Short Christina Pi tassi Nichols'" Rylie c;:arter 

Bob Hoadley Prince Kwame Adika Michelle Sinkovits Jordan Ready Amy Riddle ,Amber Dinquel .. 

Sara Jessee DaniAthans Amanda Stewart Amy H .. Reiman James Robi!json Brittany ~icole Fox-

Erin Johnson Kayla Aylward Robert Telfer Alice Riddle Megan Sparling Schueler 

Ryan Kerr Robert G.F. Bartels Jessica Lynne Titus Justin Simon ·Rebecca Str~ple ~ Eli;e.Victoda Franchi 

Ayla Goe.tsch 
~ 

Lindsay Michelle Kroll Elizabeth Belcarz Amy Veldman Daniel D. Smith 

Andrea Lafin Kristin Boniger Andrew Virtue Susan Weinmann 2008,-~009 - . .. Stacy Greathouse 
·' 

Jeffery Lee Ludwig Jose Manuel Castellanos Ericka Wills Alexis Baldacci Megan Gregory. 

Amberyl Malkovich Ricia Anne Chansky 2006-2007 Kimberly M. Wolf Steve~ Ba;cus Loretta Haskell 

Devona Mallory Dan L. Chorney Carey Applegate Arthur Jay Wyclwff Sarah Barnes - Nicholas Hpdge 

Carlos Joaquim Manuel Joshua R Cummins Chequita Brown Sean Becker Jeffrey Hyde 

Anthony John McGinn Michael Dunn ·Kathleen Buckley 2007,.-,2008 , Shahnte Brew~~ Die!rich May 
' " 

Patricia McGrath Bruce Erickson Jessica Clancy Joe Amadon• Kc:lsey Coker -Katherine Norcross 

Ted Morrissey Colin Michael Fahey Danielle Duvick Emily F. Cross Caitlin Colins ~ ,:i:- ~Farrai Norris .-
~ 

Valerie COlson Dane! Mark Frederking Cristina Giambino Michael Dorsam Jenna_ G~ldsmith'. Gina Pant~me 
. 

RichardT. Pallardy, Jr. Sarah Genta Sarah Heller Julia Drauden Kari·Hu'sby 
,< 

Beth Pearce 

V a! erie L. Perry Katherine E. Hertel Erin Henry Kenneth Earl r Rachel Johnson Lorianne ,Ramir\!Z-

David Peterson John Hunt Victoria Hohenzy Amber Fessler .. Robby Koehle; ·Madera 

Marcia G. Peterson Elisabeth James Lauren Kim Gretchen Frank . - . Kyle Manders S<;ott.Sands . . . 
Kirsten E. Peclak David Kanak Kristina Gaddy ·' ~ · K;ridra Maxwell ' Kelly ~linso:n Smith Christine Konopasek ., "' 
Cherie Rankin Daniel J. Kemock Rachel Anne Kuna Brad Heurung - . 'Kristina Mazzuca Samantha Tho~as 

<' 

~Jessica Wozniak 
r· 

Deborah Adams Renville Heather Marie Kosur Miranda K. LaBatt Ryan Henneberry . 'Keyin Miller 
· .. 

' .. 
Katie Resetich Benjamin D. Kuebrich Lauren Lubas Robert Honeyman· Rebecca Ru~h OJson Elizabeth Zold. 

' 
Jamie Ringling Sarah Levernier Jennifer Keigher Samantha Paoletti 

·.~:._ 

AmyL. Lucas ' 
,, ~ .... 

Jamie Runyan Kyle Mattson Nicolas Mansito Shauna J. Kirk Diane. Lyn .Peterson 

Jessica Satorius Megan McBride Sarah Mason Jeni1a Kirkman ·' Je~nifer Richter 

Rachel Schildt Carolyn Nolan Kristina Mazzaferro Andrew Kuritz. ~exili'dria Spiv:y 
~ 

Nicole G. Standley Jeanne Pickett Stephanie McCulley Jonathan Timothy ~ntz JanaeS~ork . ,., 
Mary Ann Sryrczula Catherine Ratliff Daniel Naponiello Brennan McDowell Robert Tomei · 

Nicole Taft Ashley Read Cassandra Nieuwkoop Tara Courtney 'I}rist~n U rchell' 

Victoria Webb Marleen Reimer Cody Oakwood McKinney-Whit.aker· 

Lanelle K. Williamson Jacklyn Rybczyk Rob Paulson BrettNerad 2009-:2910 
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